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Meaning of Mubar Changese g o ub C ges

Neutron Transport Equation: Diffusion Approximationp q
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When mubar increases, neutron leakage will increase,

, that is, keff and/or positive sodim void reactivity will decrease.ff p y
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P1 Coefficients in Various Libraries (1/3)( )
- U-238, Elastic scattering -

app. 15 % differenceapp. 15 % difference

effective energy
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P1 Coefficients in Various Libraries (2/3)
- Fe-56, Elastic scattering -

-50 to +60 % 
difference

ff ti

difference
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effective energy



P1 Coefficients in Various Libraries (3/3)
- Na-23, Elastic scattering -

+20 to +100 %+20 to +100 % 
difference

effective energy
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Influence of Mubar Differences to keff (1/2) 
- between ENDF/B-7 and JENDL-3.3 -

(*Base: JENDL-3.3)
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Influence of Mubar Differences to keff (2/2) 
bet een JEFF 3 1 and JENDL 3 3- between JEFF-3.1 and JENDL-3.3 -

(*Base: JENDL-3.3)
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Influence of Mubar Differences to 
Leakage term of Sodium Void Reactivity

(*Base: JENDL-3.3)
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Concluding Remarks
The differences of mubar evaluation among 
various libraries seem rather large in the sensitive g
energy region to the FBR core parameters.

The effect of mubar differences would be 100 to 400 
pcm for the criticality, and 2 to 5 % to the leakage p f y, g
term of sodium void reactivity.

We might need to adjust the mubar values if ourWe might need to adjust the mubar values, if our 
target accuracy would be 300 pcm for criticality, 
and/or 7 % for sodium void reactivity in 1 σ, y ,
according to the SG26 conclusion. 
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